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Abstract Recommender systems have been developed for a wide variety of applications
(ranging from books, to holidays, to web pages). These systems have used a number of dif-
ferent approaches, since no one technique is best for all users in all situations. Given this, we
believe that to be effective, systems should incorporate a wide variety of such techniques and
then some form of overarching framework should be put in place to coordinate them so that
only the best recommendations (from whatever source) are presented to the user. To this end,
in our previous work, we detailed a market-based approach in which various recommender
agents competed with one another to present their recommendations to the user. We showed
through theoretical analysis and empirical evaluation with simulated users that an appropri-
atelydesignedmarketplaceshouldbeabletoprovideeffectivecoordination.Buildingonthis,
we now report on the development of this multi-agent system and its evaluation with real
users. Specifically, we show that our system is capable of consistently giving high quality
recommendations, that the best recommendations that could be put forward are actually put
forward, and that the combination of recommenders performs better than any constituent
recommender.
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1 Introduction
Recommender systems have been widely advocated as a way of coping with the problem
of information overload in many application domains and, to date, many recommendation
methods have been developed. Such methods can broadly be classiﬁed into two main cate-
gories based on the attributes of the recommendations they consider [7]: (i) content-based
ﬁltering and (ii) collaborative ﬁltering. The former work on the objective attributes of the
recommendations (such as the textual contents of an article), whereas the latter work on the
subjective ones (such as who else likes it) [4]. In either case, however, recommendations are
made by the underlying method predicting the users’ preferences for the various possible
items that could be put forward. In addition, in many real world contexts, users may pay
attention to either or both of the objective and the subjective attributes of the recommen-
dation items. For example, when seeking an online movie, a user’s attention may focus on
either the objective textual introduction to the movie or other users’ subjective ratings on it
(or both). Therefore, different recommendation methods are likely to perform with varying
effectiveness for different users in different situations. In short, there is no universally best
method.
Tocombatthis,we believethewayforward isto haveapoolofconstituentrecommenders
(each based on a particular method) and then provide an overarching framework that coor-
dinates them so that only the best recommendations (from whatever source) are presented
to the user. To this end, we have previously speciﬁed a system that recommends relevant
online documents (represented as URLs) in which this coordination is achieved via a mar-
ketplace (see Fig. 1) in which recommender agents compete with one another to have their
suggestions placed before the user. See [13] for a detailed justiﬁcation of the choice of a
market-based approach for this problem and for a detailed comparison with the state of the
art in recommender and multi-agent systems.
In more detail, when a user visits a particular Web page, the auctioneer agent, acting on
the user’s behalf, sells sidebar space,1 shown in Fig. 2, where relevant recommendations
1 The currency used in our system is a notionalone and is purely internal to the recommendation system. That
is, the user does not receive any payments; the currency is simply a means of controlling the relative inﬂuence
and impact of the constituent recommenders.
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Fig. 2 Browser with recommendation sidebar
can be displayed. (In our case the sidebar has M slots and these are ordered in terms of
decreasing relevance of the recommendation.) The recommender agents are keen to get their
recommendations advertised in this space because they may receive a reward for so doing
and they are assumed to be economically rational actors that seek to maximize their utility.
Thus, each recommender agent identiﬁes any items it believes are relevant to the current
context, based on its own rating method, and associates a price with these items that reﬂects
the amount it is prepared to pay to have that item presented to the user. This amount reﬂects
the agent’s conﬁdence in the quality and appropriateness of its recommendation; the higher
it believes the quality is, the more it will be willing to pay and the more the corresponding
reward will be if the recommendation is deemed relevant by the user. The auctioneer agent
then collects all the bids, ranks them in order of decreasing bid price, and displays the top
M priced ones to the user. For those recommendations that are displayed, the corresponding
agent pays the auctioneer the amount they bid (non-displayed bids incur no costs). If the user
indicates that any of the recommendations are valuable to them, the agents that put them
forward are rewarded in proportion to their bidding price and to the degree to which the
user likes them. In this way, the recommending agents are incentivised to align the degree of
importance they attach to their recommendations with what the user values; so, overall, the
system is able to effectively coordinate the various recommender methods.
To demonstrate the suitability of this novel approach to recommender systems, our pre-
vious work carried out an analytical study and empirical evaluation of the system. Specif-
ically, we established various economic properties of the marketplace such as its stability
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and convergence; then we empirically veriﬁed the dynamic behavior of the system with
simulated users and recommender methods that were given idealized interest proﬁles and
that were assumed to make entirely consistent and rational choices. While these results were
all encouraging, the real test is whether such a system actually works in practice with real
users. Thus, in this paper, we report on the user evaluation of our market-based approach.
In so doing, we advance the state of the art in the following ways. First, we show that our
market-basedapproachisindeedcapableofeffectivelycoordinatingmultiplerecommenders
so that high quality recommendations are consistently placed in front of users. Second, we
demonstrate that our system is capable of putting forward the best recommendations that
are available from the constituent recommenders. Third, we show that a well coordinated
ensemble of recommenders is capable of delivering superior recommendations than any of
itsconstituentcomponents.Bysodoing,wedemonstratethatamarket-basedapproachoffers
a powerful new paradigm for constructing recommender systems.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 brieﬂy outlines the design
of the market mechanism and the bidding strategy of the recommender agents. Section 3
presents the metrics we used to evaluate our system and Section 4 details the user trial
process. Section 5 then analyzes the results of the trials. Finally, Section 6 concludes.
2 The market mechanism design
In this section we detail the auction protocol we designed, the reward mechanism we estab-
lished, and the bidding strategies of the individual agents.
2.1 The auction protocol
This section deﬁnes the auction protocol for managing the multiple recommending agents
(as per Fig. 1). To ensure recommendations are provided in a timely and computationally
efﬁcient manner, we choose a generalized ﬁrst-price sealed-bid auction in which all agents
whose recommendations are shortlisted pay an amount equal to their valuation of the adver-
tisement (meaning we have price differentiation2). We choose a sealed bid auction (in which
agents will typically make a single bid) to minimize the time for running the auction and the
amount of communication generated. We choose a ﬁrst price auction with price differenti-
ation because the relative ordering of the recommendations effects the likelihood of them
being selected by the user. In particular, in the market, each information provider agent is
keen to get their recommendations advertised to the user. Each agent has a valuation of the
recommendation (which will be different for the different agents) and is willing to pay up
to this amount to display its recommendations. When an agent gets its recommendations
shortlisted, and therefore advertised to the user’s browser, it has consumed the advertisement
service provided by the recommender system. In return, it needs to pay an amount of credit
(at the bidding price) to the system for each of its shortlisted items.
2 Ifthereismorethanoneitemtobesold,theitemscanallbesoldatthesameprice(calledpriceuniformity)or
they may be sold at different prices (called price differentiation). In this work, we exploit price differentiation
because it differentiates recommendations so as to display them at different advertisement slots and it allows a
seller to obtain the maximum possible proﬁt. This approach has certain similarities to the sponsored keyword
auctions that are now run by several search engines (although our work started independently and before these
auctions were widely used). However, there are also a number of important differences; specifically, we use
the auctions to personalise the recommendations to speciﬁc individuals and to provide feedback to the bidding
agents (recommenders) so they can align their bidding with the preferences of the users.
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In more detail, the market operates in the following manner. Each time the user browses
a new page the auction is activated. In each such activation, the auctioneer agent calls for
a number of bids (M which equals the number of recommendations being sought). Then
each bidding agent submits up to M bids. After a ﬁxed time, the auctioneer agent ranks all
the bids it received by their bidding price, and directs the M bids with the highest prices to
the user’s browser sidebar (as shortlisted recommendations). Those bidding agents whose
recommendations are shortlisted pay the auctioneer agent according to how much they bid.
Those bidding agents whose recommendations are not shortlisted do not pay anything. The
user may then follow up a number of the shortlisted recommendations in which case the
agent that supplied them is rewarded.
More formally, the protocol for each auction round is deﬁned in Fig. 3. It should be noted
that: (i) function GenerateBid (Abi,rec j,pricej) relates to the bidding strategy and will
be discussed in Sect. 2.3; (ii) function User Selects Recs (SU) is the user making choices
among the shortlisted recommendations; and (iii) function Compute Reward (bh) concerns
the reward mechanism and will be discussed in Sect. 2.2.
2.2 The reward mechanism
With the auction protocol in place, we now turn to the reward mechanism. According to
our protocol, the user may select multiple recommendations from the shortlist. For each
such user-selected recommendation, the suggesting agent is given a reward. In deﬁning the
Compute Reward function, our aim is to ensure that it is both Pareto efﬁcient and social
welfare maximizing (as motivated in [13]). Since the global objective is to shortlist the
most valuable recommendations in decreasing order of relevance, as perceived by the user,
we decided to reward the user-selected recommendations based on this feedback. Given
this, the user-perceived quality (upq) for a given user for the set of N selected recom-
mendations can be deﬁned as Qh (h ∈[ 1...N] and Qh is a positive natural number that
represents a user’s ratings or preferences of the interesting recommendations). In practice,
however, all user-selected recommendations are ordered in decreasing rank of upq such that
Q1  Q2  ··· QN. Thus, Qh denotes the hth rewarded recommendation (user-selected
recommendation with the hth highest upq). To ensure different quality recommendations’
bidding prices converge to different levels (so that our marketplace is able to differenti-
ate recommendation qualities), we involve two other variables: Ph (h ∈[ 1...N])a n dP∗
m
(m ∈[ 1...M]). The former is the bidding price of the hth rewarded recommendation. The
latteristhehistoricalaveragebiddingpriceofthemthshortlistedrecommendationduringthe
system’s lifetime (note the bidding agents do not actually know this value). By this defini-
tion, P∗
m indicates the price for the mth advertisement displayed in the user’s browser sidebar
which is decided by the “invisible hand” (namely the market). With this information, we can
deﬁne the reward to the hth rewarded recommendation as:
Rh = δ · Qh · PM+1 − α ·|P∗
h − Ph| (1)
where δ and α are two system coefﬁcients (δ>0a n dα>1) and PM+1 is the highest not
shortlisted bid price (the detailed justiﬁcation for this particular choice is given in [13]). The
values of δ and α will depend upon the specifics of the application, but they need to be set
at suitable values to ensure Rh > Ph so that the rewarded agents can make profits. We base
the reward on PM+1 (whose value is not known by the bidding agents) so that the market
cannot easily be manipulated by the participants. This approach also reduces the possibility
of bidding collusions because the reward is based on something that the rewarded agents are
unaware of and cannot control.
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Fig. 3 The auction protocol
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2.3 Designing the agents’ bidding strategies
In our marketplace, three kinds of information are revealed to a bidder with regards to a spe-
ciﬁc recommendation: (i) the score/relevance computed by its underlying algorithm that is
making the recommendation (this is here termed its internal quality or inq), (ii) this bidder’s
last bid price (Plast) and (iii) the previous rewards to this recommendation (a bidder actually
knows the second piece of information). With this information, a rational bidder seeks to
maximize its revenue by bidding sensibly for recommendations based on its knowledge of
previous outcomes. Such bids can result in one of the following outcomes occurring: the bid
is not shortlisted, it is shortlisted but not rewarded, or it is rewarded. With respect to a given
inq level, a bidder’s strategy depends on the last outcome in the following way (again see
[13] for a justiﬁcation for these choices):
• Bid Not Shortlisted: The only way to increase revenue is to get the recommendation
shortlisted. Therefore, the agent will increase its bidding price:
Pnext = Y · Plast (Y > 1)
• Bid Shortlisted But Not Rewarded: This means the agent overrated its inq with respect
to the upq and so the agent should decrease its price in subsequent rounds so as to lose
less:
Pnext = Z · Plast (0 < Z < 1)
• Bid Rewarded: These agents have a good correlation between their inq for a recommen-
dation and that of the upq. Therefore, these agents have a chance of increasing their
revenue. The proﬁt made by the hth rewarded recommendation is:
ξh = δ · Qh · PM+1 − α ·|P∗
h − Ph|−Ph
However,theagentisunawareof P∗
h (asperSect.2.2),soinpracticeitdoesnotknowwhether
ξh has been maximized. Hence, it must minimize (α ·|P∗
h − Ph|+Ph) so as to maximize ξh.
Furthermore, the agent does not know whether Ph is higher or lower than P∗
h . In either case,
however, the agent will definitely make a loss if Ph is not close to P∗
h . Therefore, we ﬁnd
that the hth rewarded agent can always be aware of whether its price is closer to or farther
from the hth historical average market price, P∗
h , by adjusting its bidding prices (see [13]f o r
the formal proof).
We have previously proved that a rational rewarded bidder will adjust its price to the cor-
responding average market price to maximize its proﬁt [11]. Therefore, a rewarded agent’s
practicalstrategywithrespecttocertainrewardedrecommendationsistobidinthefollowing
manner: whatever its current price is with respect to the historical average, when adjusting
the bid price, if the adjustment results in making less proﬁt, it indicates the action is wrong
and (Ph ± P) is farther from P∗
h ; if it results in making more proﬁt, it indicates the action is
right and (Ph ± P)i sc l o s e rt oP∗
h . This phenomenon is listed in Table 1 ( ξ represents the
possible proﬁt of the next bid compared to that of the current bid). In fact, Table 1 speciﬁes
the strategy for the rewarded agents: chasing the corresponding historical average market
price. The actual value of  P will be deﬁned in an application speciﬁc manner.
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Table 1 Price adjustment and
results
Current price Adjustment |P∗
h − Ph|  ξ
Ph < P∗
h + P   >0
− P   <0
Ph > P∗
h + P   <0
− P   >0
3 Evaluation metrics
In seeking to evaluate our system, the ﬁrst step is to identify the properties that we want it
to exhibit. In particular, we are interested in the following metrics (see [10] for a detailed
justiﬁcation for this choice):
1. High Quality Recommendations: The key feature of a recommender system is that it
makes suggestions that the user ﬁnds valuable. To capture this, we deﬁne high quality
recommendationsasthosethatareratedhighlybyauser(seeFig.1).Thenwedeﬁnetwo
associatedmetrics:(i)aqualiﬁedrecommendingroundand(ii)asatisﬁedrecommending
round. Specifically, with respect to a particular user visiting a particular Web page, a
qualiﬁed round is an auction that results in at least one high quality recommendation
being displayed in any advertisement slot of the recommendation sidebar, whereas a
satisﬁed round is one in which at least one high quality recommendation is displayed
in either of the ﬁrst two advertisement slots. Thus, a satisﬁed round must be a qualiﬁed
round, but a qualiﬁed round need not be a satisﬁed one.
2. EffectivePeakPerformance:Ifthemarketplaceisoperatingeffectively,itshouldidentify
andpromotethebestrecommendations.Tocheckthis,wecomparetheusers’perceptions
ofthetop-ratedrecommendationfromourmarket-basedsystemwiththatofthetoprated
items for each of the constituent methods. To do this, we deﬁne a metric called peak
performance. Specifically, a constituent recommender’s peak performance in a given
auction is the user’s rating of its highest price bid and the market-based recommender’s
is the rating of the item in the ﬁrst position of the browser sidebar. Note that in the case
of a constituent recommender that has no item shortlisted in a given auction, its peak
performance is zero. Therefore, if our system is operating effectively, the market-based
recommender’s peak performance should be as high as that of the best of the constituent
recommenders’ for most auction rounds for most users (this we term effective peak per-
formance). From this, we can evaluate how effective the marketplace is in picking out
the best recommendations.
3. No Dominant Method: The key underpinning intuition of our market-based approach is
that no individual recommendation method is likely to maximally satisfy all users in all
situations. To determine whether this is indeed the case, we term the recommendations
suggested by a constituent recommender and displayed in the browser sidebar its output
contributions. Now, for a given user, it may be the case that one recommender makes
the significant majority of output contributions and the others make very few. In such
cases, we say that the recommender that contributes the majority of outputs dominates
the marketplace. Such domination, with respect to a speciﬁc user, is not necessarily a
bad thing (because it means the dominating recommender has learnt this user’s interests
more efﬁciently and therefore contributes more good recommendations than the others).
However,itwouldbeaproblemifthesamemethoddominatestheentireuserpopulation
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because it means that the marketplace essentially degenerates to that single dominant
method and the rationale for having multiple constituent methods is no longer valid.
Thus, if multiple coordinated methods are the best way forward, we would expect the
different constituent recommenders to make broadly similar output contributions, given
a broadly similar quality of recommendations at their disposal, when considered over
the population of users.
With these metrics in place, we now outline the user trial process.
4 The user trials
In this section we detail the process we followed to perform the user trials. Our evaluation
involvedthirty-oneparticipantswhowereacademicstaff,researchfellows,andPhDstudents
from the School of Electronics and Computer Science at the University of Southampton.
Specifically, we drew mainly from members of the Intelligence Agents Multimedia (IAM)
research group (http://www.iam.ecs.soton.ac.uk). These individuals have research interests
in the areas of software agents, artiﬁcial intelligence, machine learning, knowledge technol-
ogies, game theory and Web technologies.3
First, we give some brief details of the actual set up of the market-based recommender
system we have developed. Then we outline the set up phase of the trials where basic infor-
mation is built up about the user population for use by the constituent recommender agents.
Finally, we describe the activities involved in the actual operational data gathering part of
the trials.
4.1 The market-based recommender system implementation
The marketplace is structured as described in Sect. 2 a n da na u c t i o ni sr u ne v e r yt i m eau s e r
visits a new Web page. When a new auction is activated, each of the recommender agents
submits M (= 5) sealed bids and the auctioneer ranks these in order of decreasing price.
Recommendations that are valuable to a user are rewarded as described in Sect. 2. Our previ-
ous analytical work has proved that such a mechanism rewards the agents that can best align
their bids with the users’ interests. In this case, agents that over rate their recommendations
by giving them an inﬂated price quickly lose revenue because they will pay high prices to
get their items advertised, but they will receive a comparatively smaller reward. In contrast,
agentsthatundervaluetheirrecommendations,bygivingthemadeﬂatedprice,arelesslikely
togettheirrecommendationsdisplayedandsowillfailtoaccumulateanyreward.Withinthis
regime, each constituent recommender agent has a distinct set of potential recommendations
that it can put forward (i.e., there are no overlaps between the items that each recommender
can put forward). It segments these into a number of rating levels (here 6) based on the
quality of the recommendations as computed by its underlying ranking method. Now, each
rating level is initially assigned an identical probability of making a recommendation. In the
beginning, each agent also randomly selects M items from these internal rating levels with
the same probability. After bidding and (potentially) receiving rewards, the agent computes
how much revenue, on average, each of these rating levels are expected to make. From this,
it updates the probability of making recommendations at each rating level, using a standard
3 We acknowledge that this is a skewed population of users in that they are all highly computer literate.
Nevertheless, we do not believe there is anything in our experimental set-up and analysis which means the
results obtained would be different for a more general user population.
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reinforcement learning strategy [12], so that the higher its expected revenue the higher the
probability of it being chosen to make a recommendation. In this way, the recommender
agent learns and adapts its bidding according to the user’s preferences.
There are three broad types of recommendation method that are incorporated into the
system:
• a content-based method that uses the similarity between the current document and those
the user has previously indicated as being of interest;
• a collaborative method that uses the correlations between the user’s interests and those
of other users’;
• a demographic method that uses the similarity between the available documents and the
user’s proﬁle as represented by their keyword topics of interest.
Therefore,ourconstituentrecommendationmethodsareeachbasedondifferentsimilarity
measures: document-to-document, user-to-user, and document-to-user. Each of the methods
is represented as a separate agent acting as a recommender in the marketplace. These agents
use well established versions of each of these methods since our focus is on the marketplace
and how it can coordinate the methods, rather than in optimizing each of the individual
methods themselves.
We now provide more details of each type of recommender:
• The Content-Based Method: This suggests recommendations based on the contents of
the user’s top rated documents. Therefore, in the trial set up phase, this method needs
to learn something about documents that the user thinks are valuable (see Sect. 4.2 for
more details). Once this has happened, this method computes the similarity between the
current page being browsed and those potential recommendations that it could make by
extracting the keywords with the highest term frequency from each document [8].4 After
experimenting with various numbers, we found that ﬁfteen keywords represents a good
tradeoff between computational tractability (storing more keywords is more resource
intensive) and recommendation accuracy (storing fewer keywords leads to less accurate
recommendations).
• The Collaborative Method: This suggests recommendations based on the similarity
between the current user and other members of the population. The model we use here is
based on [5] and involves the system putting forward recommendations that were highly
rated by similar users. Here the similarity between users is obtained using Pearson cor-
relation [2], in which each user is represented as a vector of their ratings on different
interest topics and the similarity between two users is computed by the cosine of the
two vectors. To make this method work effectively for our trials, we need to overcome
the cold start problem.5 Here we use a “collaboration via contents” technique to predict
the likely rating of the source recommendations [9]. Thus, for each potential Web page
selected for recommendation, a rating value is assigned by computing the number of
keywords shared between the document and the user’s interests (see the demographic
method below for more details). Thus, when there are an insufﬁcient number of similar
users, it is still possible to predict their ratings using this method.
4 To extract the most frequently occurring keywords from a Web document, a lookup table is used to ﬁlter
out unimportant words that do not make sense in our context and need to be ignored (such as “a”, “the”, “in”,
“that” and “and”) [3]. A stop-list technique, also taken from Middleton’s work, is used to match different
words with the same meaning. For example, “negotiation”, “negotiations”, “negotiating” and “negotiated” are
tokenized into “negotiat” and are all deemed the same word.
5 This happens when the ﬁrst few individuals start to use the system and occurs because it is unlikely that any
other users have similar interests (because the sample size is simply too small). In such cases, this method has
no basis for putting forward recommendations.
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• The Demographic Method:6 Here we do not analyze people’s characteristics in terms of
traditional demographic measures, but rather by their research interests (since what we
recommend are Web documents that are relevant to a particular set of topics of interest).
Thus, we group people by characteristics of their topics of interest and match people to
documents with relevant topics. We do not consider this method to be a content-based
one, nor a collaborative one (although it does analyze the textual contents of documents
and group people with similar interests). Specifically, it is not a content-based method
becausethesecomputesimilaritiesbetweendocumentsanditisnotacollaborativemethod
becausethesecomputesimilaritiesbetweenpeople.Incontrast,thismethodcomputesthe
similarity between the characteristics of people and the attributes of recommendations.
Indeed, the main difference between this method and a typical demographic one lies in
the fact that we use the browsing interest characteristics of people instead of the typical
demographic ones. However, they both essentially match items to the group’s common
interests. For example, a group of people who share the interest topic of “machine learn-
ing” should all be interested in documents related to “reinforcement learning”.
We now turn to the way in which the trial was set up.
4.2 The trial set up phase
The user trials were split into two stages (see Fig. 4). The ﬁrst, dealt with in this subsec-
tion, was concerned with obtaining the information that was necessary for the constituent
recommenders to operate. The second, dealt with in the next subsection, was concerned with
the operational phase of the trial in which the performance of our market-based system was
measured.
To ensure our results were not affected by any biases that might have occurred while the
constituent recommenders were learning the users’ interests, we went through an explicit
user proﬁling stage that provided the necessary information that the three types of recom-
mender agent needed in order to operate. When the system is actually deployed, such a stage
will typically not be needed, but to ensure reproducible results within a short time frame we
includedsuchastagehere.Wealsolimitedtherangeoftopicsaboutwhichrecommendations
were made for similar reasons. In more detail, there were four steps in the trial set up stage
(as per the upper part of Fig. 4). In the ﬁrst step, a user selected the topic they wanted to
investigate during the trial (step 1). The available browsing topics were: software agents,
automated negotiation and machine learning (these were chosen as a result of an email sur-
vey about research topics of most interest to the user population) and each agent had over a
100 documents on each topic in its pool.7
In order to recommend good documents, the system needed to learn the users’ interests.
Thus,eachconstituentrecommenderneededtobuildauserproﬁleasthebasistocomputeits
recommendations. Since it is a difﬁcult and complex process to precisely and automatically
proﬁle a user’s interests [3] and because it was not the main focus of this work, we decided
to do this in a relatively straightforward manner. From steps 2–4, three kinds of user interest
6 Atypicaldemographicmethodmakesrecommendationsbasedonthedemographiccharacteristicsofpeople
(such as age, gender and occupation) and groups people with similar characteristics [4]. Then, it analyzes the
attributes of recommendations (such as textual descriptions or contents of books, colour or material of clothes
and price of products), and, ﬁnally, matches people with certain characteristics to recommendations with
suitable attributes.
7 These documents were randomly allocated to each recommender before any ratings had taken place. Thus,
on average, each agent had a broadly similar quality of base documents across each topic from which to make
its recommendations.
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Fig. 4 The user trial process
proﬁles were built (one for each of the three methods because they computed their recom-
mendations independently and used their user proﬁles in their own ways). In step 2, the user
was required to rate a set of keywords that may be relevant to their research interests. These
keywords were: agents, biorobotics, artiﬁcial intelligence, machine learning, knowledge
technologies, automated negotiation, auctions, markets, game theory, e-commerce, seman-
tics, software engineering, information processing, distributed computing, grid computing,
webservices,networks,security,trust,mobility,ontologiesandhypermedia.Aratingnumber
was limited to the range between 0 and 5: where 0 indicated totally irrelevant, 1 indicated
weakly relevant and 5 indicated perfectly relevant. Based on these ratings, the user proﬁles
for the collaborative and demographic recommendation methods were built (see Sect. 4.1
for more details). To produce a proﬁle for the content-based method, the system randomly
selected six Web documents based on the user’s chosen browsing topic and for each dis-
played their recommendation urls in the browser sidebar (see step 3). We term these the
predetermined URLs.8 The user was then required to browse all these predetermined URLs
and give each a rating according to their personal opinion (step 4). From these ratings, the
8 The predetermined urls were randomly selected from a separate recommendation pool from the three con-
stituentrecommendersthateachhadtheirownpools.Thusthefourrecommendationpoolssharednocommon
items.
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content-based recommender collected a number of the most interesting documents and ana-
lyzed their contents to produce its user proﬁle (which was represented as the ﬁve top-rated
documents, where each document was represented as a vector of the ﬁfteen most frequently
appearing keywords). To capture the user’s actual interests, at least three highly rated URLs
were needed. If less than three were collected, this process was repeated until three were
available. When more than ﬁve documents with the same highest ratings were collected, the
latest one was added into the user’s proﬁle and the earliest one was removed (to place greater
emphasis on the user’s most recent opinions).
4.3 The trial operation phase
After the set up stage, a user entered the operational phase (the lower part of Fig. 4). In this
stage, the market-based system presented ﬁve recommendations to the user (step 5) (and this
was repeated ﬁfteen times—which means a complete trial took between one and two hours).
In each trial, the user examined all the recommendations presented to them and gave each a
rating according to how relevant it was to their research interests (step 6).
For example, user 16 had a list of ﬁve interest topics (agents,3), (machine
learning,2), (auctions,3), (markets,4) and (information pro-
cessing, 5) (the numbers represent their relevance and the higher the number the more
relevantthetopic)andtheotherseventeentopicshadzerorelevance.Thisuserhadpreviously
chosen “agents” as their browsing topic and was recommended two Web documents in this
broad area. Specifically, one document was on a topic of “using market-based mechanisms
to coordinate information agents” andthe other was on “mobile agent security over the Inter-
net”. In this case, the user rated the former higher than the latter. This was because, besides
agents, the former was related to markets and information processing which were also part
of the user’s interests, whereas the latter related to mobility and security which were not. For
anotherexamplewithrespecttothesameuser,athirdWebdocumentwassuggestedonatopic
of “agents and machine learning”. In this case, the user preferred the ﬁrst recommendation to
thisonebecausemachinelearningwaslessrelevantthanmarketsandinformationprocessing.
In short, a rating for a recommendation Web document is a user’s personal opinion about
how well the document relates to their research interests. Again the rating was limited to the
range 0–5. We used ﬁve positive levels to specify recommendation quality because this num-
ber has previously been shown to be sufﬁcient in differentiating users’ preferences [1,5,6].
We assumed a user’s rating of each recommendation was an absolute value that persisted
throughout their trial. Thus, if a recommendation was rated by the user in an earlier time,
they were not able to change its value if it was presented again. Having rated each of the
ﬁve recommendations, the system rewarded the relevant constituent recommenders to assist
their learning about the user’s interests (step 7).
5 Evaluation
Having described the marketplace and outlined the trial process, we now report on the out-
come of the trials with respect to the metrics deﬁned in Sect. 3.
5.1 High quality recommendations
In the course of the trials, 436 effective recommendation rounds containing 2,180 recom-
mendations were made to the 31 participants. Of these 436 rounds, 331 (75.9%) were
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Table 2 Number of recommendations at different level and their distribution
Rating levels “0” “1” “2” “3” “4” “5”
Number of recommendations being made 329 268 388 493 419 283
Distribution (%) 15.1 12.3 17.8 22.6 19.2 13.0
qualiﬁed and 240 (55.0%) were satisﬁed. More specifically, the number of ratings at each
o ft h el e v e l si sg i v e ni nT a b l e2.9 To contrast the qualities of the recommendations made by
our system, they can be broadly classiﬁed into four categories: bad (completely irrelevant
items, with rating 0), acceptable (items that have a degree of relevance, with rating 1), good
(relevantitems,withratings2and3),andverygood(highlyrelevantitems,withratings4and
5). Thus, of all the recommendations made: 15.1% were bad, 12.3% were acceptable, 40.4%
weregoodand32.2%wereverygood.Theserawnumberscouldnaturallybeimproved,sim-
ply by improving the constituent recommendation algorithms or the user proﬁling process,
but this is not the focus of our work.
In the context of this work, what was even more relevant was that our market-based sys-
tem was putting forward the highest quality recommendations that were available to it. To
determine whether this was the case, we needed to examine both the recommendations that
were put forward and those that were not. This latter point is important because the system
would not be operating effectively if very highly rated recommendations existed, but they
were not put forward. To ascertain this, however, a given user had to go through the entire
space of potential recommendations (of which there was over a hundred on each browsing
topic for each agent) and assign each of them a rating. Thus we only did this for a sample of
our trialists.
In more detail, Fig. 5 shows a typical example of these experiments from a randomly
chosen user. Here, the horizontal axis represents the different rating levels and the vertical
axis represents the number of recommendations. The white bars represent the numbers of
availablepotentialrecommendationsateachofthedifferentratinglevels.Thelightgraybars
represent the numbers of items actually suggested by our system from the ﬁrst to the ﬁfth
recommending round of the user’s task, the dark gray bars the numbers suggested from the
sixth to the tenth rounds,and the blackbars those suggestedfrom the eleventhto the ﬁfteenth
rounds. As can be seen, the white bars show that there were 18 recommendations (ﬁfteen
items with rating “4” and three with “5”) that this user considered to be of high quality.
Moreover, we can see that the numbers of these high quality recommendations has an overall
tendency to increase over the recommending rounds. This indicates that our marketplace
is able to effectively incentivise the constituent recommenders to learn the user’s interests
and to identify the best recommendations more frequently over time. From the numbers of
recommendations made at rating levels “0” and “1”, we can also see that our marketplace is
able to deter such bad and weakly positive recommendations because the numbers of such
recommendations have an overall tendency to decrease over time.
During this trial, from the ﬁrst to the ﬁfth rounds we found that there were four qualiﬁed
recommending rounds and one of them was a satisﬁed recommending round; from the sixth
tothetenthround,therewerethreequaliﬁedroundsandtwoofthemweresatisﬁed;andfrom
the eleventh to the ﬁfteenth round, there were ﬁve qualiﬁed rounds and four of them were
satisﬁed (see Fig. 6). This meant that 80% of the ﬁrst ﬁve rounds, 66.7% of the second ﬁve
9 We believe this is a good result because the constituent recommenders are comparatively simple variations
of the standard approaches and the user proﬁling process is also straightforward.
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Fig. 5 Available recommendations versus actual recommended items
Fig. 6 Best recommendations identiﬁcation for a given user
rounds and 100% of the last ﬁve rounds were qualiﬁed, whereas 20% of the ﬁrst ﬁve rounds,
40% of the second ﬁve rounds and 80% of the last ﬁve rounds were satisﬁed. Therefore, both
the qualiﬁed and the satisﬁed recommending rounds showed an overall tendency to increase.
Whentakentogether,theseresultsshowthatourmarketplaceisindeedabletoidentifythe
best recommendations and display them in the top positions of the recommendation sidebar
quickly and frequently.
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Fig. 7 Different recommenders’ peak performances
5.2 Effective peak performance
Todeterminewhetherourmarket-basedrecommender’speakperformancewasindeedabove
that of all the constituent recommenders’, we recorded their peak performance points for all
users over all auction rounds. Specifically, Fig. 7 shows the marketplace’s effective peak
performance points versus those of the three constituent recommenders with respect to a
particular participant. From this, we can see that the market-based recommender’s effec-
tive peak performance points are at the ﬁrst, third, fourth, ﬁfth, sixth, seventh, ninth, tenth,
eleventh, twelfth, fourteenth and ﬁfteenth auction rounds. In the other three rounds, the rec-
ommendation displayed in the ﬁrst slot of the sidebar was not the best of the constituent
methods, but was the second best. This failure occurred because the constituent agents were
still exploring their bidding prices to try and obtain the best ﬁt with the user’s interests.
Overall, however, it is apparent that the marketplace’s peak performance is, in most cases,
above or equal to the best of the three constituent recommenders’.
To generalize this across the entire user population, we added up all the effective peak
performance points for all the participants. From this, we observed that 66.4% of all the
recommendation rounds for all users have their market-based recommender’s peak perfor-
mance as high as the best of the three constituent recommenders’. For the others rounds,
which were primarily near the beginning of each trial, the market-based system picked the
second best recommendation.
5.3 No dominant method
To evaluate the different constituent recommenders’ actual contributions to the users, we
recorded each method’s output contribution for each user trial. We then computed the
percentage of each constituent recommender’s output contribution to each user over the
complete trial. This information was recorded in Table 3 along with the standard deviation of
the three methods’ contributions with respect to each individual user. We were interested in
the standard deviation in this context because it literally indicates the differences among the
three methods’ contributions (the bigger it was, the more likely a method was to dominate
the marketplace). In this case, we chose the second deviation (15.28 with respect to user “2”)
as the criterion to differentiate whether or not domination occurs. This was because, with
respect to a speciﬁc user, if the deviation was greater than or equal to this value, there must
be one constituent recommender that contributes at least 2.5 times (see the second item in
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Table 3 Different constituent recommenders’ output contributions
User ID Content-based Collaborative Demographic Standard deviation
recommender’s recommender’s recommender’s of the three
output contribution output contribution output contribution contributions
17 2  20 8 34.02
25 0  20 30 15.28
3 37.14 14.29 48.57  17.46
4 28 53.33  18.67 17.93
5 32 26.67 41.33 7.42
6 25.34 29.33 45.33 10.58
7 36 26.67 37.33 5.81
8 20 33.33 46.67 13.34
9 32 48 20 14.05
10 41.33 30.67 28 7.05
11 40.69 28.28 31.03 6.52
12 32 25.33 42.67 8.75
13 23.81 35.24 40.95 8.73
14 33.33 29.34 37.33 4.0
15 45.33 30.67 24 10.91
16 28 28 44 9.24
17 44 28 28 9.24
18 33.33 29.34 37.33 4.0
19 40 29.33 30.67 5.81
20 20 62.67  17.33 25.44
21 32 33.33 34.67 1.34
22 22.67 30.67 46.66 12.22
23 22.67 40 37.33 9.33
24 40 22.67 37.33 9.33
25 54.67  17.33 28 19.23
26 41.33 32 26.67 7.42
27 22.67 38.67 38.67 9.24
28 29.33 38.67 32 4.81
29 42.67 21.33 36 10.91
30 37.33 8 54.67  23.59
31 29.33 44 26.67 9.33
A contribution with a  indicates its domination in the corresponding user trial
Table 3) more output contributions than another. This, we feel, is a reasonable, quantiﬁed
view of dominance.
In more detail, in Table 3, the ﬁrst column shows the anonymized identity of the par-
ticipants. The second, third and fourth columns show, in percentage terms, the different
constituent recommender’s output contributions to each user. The last column shows the
standard deviation of the three recommenders’ contributions. From this, we can see that
there were twenty-four user trials where no one method dominated, three trials dominated
by the content-based recommender, and two trials dominated by the collaborative and the
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Fig. 8 Domination in the marketplace
demographic recommenders respectively (visually depicted in Fig. 8). This means that in
most cases (77.42%) all three constituent recommenders made significant output contribu-
tions. From this, we conclude that the auction and reward mechanisms we have designed do
not encourage domination in the marketplace.
Theaboveanalysisisbasedonindividualusers.However,wecanalsoevaluatetheoverall
contributions of the different recommenders to all users. This is important because it gives
us an insight into the difference among the overall contributions of the different recommend-
ers. To achieve this, we added up each individual recommender’s output contributions to all
users. This shows they contributed 35.1% (content-based), 30.8% (collaborative) and 34.1%
(demographic) of the recommendations displayed to the users respectively. Again this indi-
cates that, broadly speaking, each of the three constituent recommenders contributed about
the same number of output contributions to the users, based on an equal quality of available
recommendations, and so the marketplace is not biased towards any speciﬁc method.
6 Conclusions
This work has demonstrated the effectiveness and practicality of using a marketplace to
coordinate multiple different recommendation agents. Based on the results of our user trials,
we have demonstrated:
1. The marketplace works as an effective means of coordinating a variety of recommenda-
tion agents into a coherent overall system in which the best recommendations that are
available, from whatever source, are placed in front of the user.
2. Themarket-basedrecommenderisabletooutperformanyoftheconstituentrecommend-
ers in terms of placing high quality recommendations in the most prominent positions
of the browser sidebar.
In sum, therefore, we have designed and implemented a market-based system that is able
to combine multiple constituent recommendation methods into a coherent framework that is
abletomakehighqualitysuggestionstousers.Wehavedetermineditspropertiesanalytically
and have demonstrated its performance through user trials. Given this, the next step is full
scale deployment of the system.
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